
LIGHT BULB
Moments

DISCOVER YOUR

Reclaim Your Power
TO MAKE CLEAR, CONFIDENT CHOICES



SECRET SUPER POWER 

"Your emotions are the slaves to your thoughts & you are
the slave to your emotions” .  - Elizabeth Gilbert
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This step is essential to understand yourself better.  It allows you to fine-
tune your awareness of where you are now, compared to where you want to
be. 
  
We are all born with an intuitive guidance system, that many of us have not
learnt to master. This is your sense of emotion. In essence, your emotions are
your 6th sense indicating when you are in or out of an alignment to what you
want.  Emotion is the way your body responds to your thoughts and
communicates to you.

Think of your emotions like a helpful and supportive friend giving you
feedback about how aligned and in integrity you are with your higher self.
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And when you know better, you can do better!!

When you are in integrity
with the desires of your
higher self you feel, positive,
empowered, enthusiastic,
joyful, free and invigorated.
You feel good!

When you are out of integrity
with the desires of your
higher self you may feel,
fearful, worried, bored, stuck,
frustrated, guilty, down,
 discouraged or powerless.

In Alignment Out of Alignment V's 

When you have acquired the skill to check in on how you feel, and knowing
your emotions are simply communicating with you, you have more power
and choice available to you. Then you can make clearer, and more effective
decisions  to move forward with confidence in your life. 
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You will now be willing to see your emotions in a new light, haven't you? No
longer, viewed as bad, annoying and confusing. They are your friend. Your
secret super power. A readily available VIP helper that you have access to
24/7. Seriously, how cool is that?!!! 

Exploration time...
This exercise is designed to help you identify where you are NOW, and if you
are moving towards, or away from what you want. 

Emotions are forever changing like the weather, and come and go in response
to different circumstances. Keep in mind, where you are now, will change from
moment to moment.

Think about your current unwanted situation or problem 
How do you feel about your current situation?  Can you pinpoint what
emotions you are experiencing? 
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Do you feel good, resourceful and powerful in this situation? Or do you feel
frustrated, unresourceful and powerless in this situation? 
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Are your current choices and actions positively impacting your life in this area?
Or are they depleting you and draining you of energy?
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
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Emotional Guidance Scale

Using The Emotional Guidance Scale below created by Abraham Hicks,
identify where you are currently at now in this situation. 

1. Where are you now on the scale?__________________________________________

2. Where would you like to be? ______________________________________________

Notice the gap or the difference between where you are and where you
desire to be. 

3. Are your current emotions on the upward spiral moving you towards what
you want or on the downward spiral moving away from what you want?

Now that you are aware of this gap, you can start moving forward if you
desire, can't you?
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Reflection....
The goal is to have you move up the emotional scale so you feel better.
It’s very difficult to move from anxious and worried, to joyful in one jump.

Because your emotions are slaves, taking orders from your thoughts and
beliefs, your true power lies in changing the unhelpful thoughts and beliefs,
that are running your life. Instead you can create new empowering beliefs
and ways of thinking.

To change your results and outcomes in your life you must clear, change
and upgrade your current thoughts and beliefs. Up-leveling to more
resourceful and helpful thoughts will allow you to feel better. When you feel
better, you can make better decisions to help you get out of the darkness,
and illuminate your way forward with more confidence and clarity.  

What thoughts are you aware of that are keeping you stuck? How can you
flip these around to be more helpful empowering thoughts that allow you
to feel good?

Now that you have greater awareness, the next step is to acknowledge and
accept where you are. It's important to no longer deny what you are feeling
or push it aside.  Acceptance will allow you to take inspired action towards
making clear decisions to get unstuck and move you forward right away.
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